
Twenty-sixth Annual UNC Math Contest First Round Fall, 2017

Rules: 90 minutes; no electronic devices. The positive integers are 1, 2, 3, 4, . . .

1. Find the largest integer n that satisfies both 61 < 5n and n

2 < 199.

2. The seven integers 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 9, and 11 are placed
in the circles in the figure, one number in each circle and
each number appearing exactly once. If all three straight-
line sums are equal, then (a) what is that sum; and (b)
what number is in the center circle?

3. Find the total area of the eight shaded regions. The
outer square has side length 10 and the octagon is regu-
lar, that is, its sides all have the same length and its an-
gles are all congruent.

12

3.5

4. The bottom rectangle in this figure is 3.5 units high
and 12 units wide. How long is the shorter side of the
upper (tilted) rectangle?

9

5. List the numbers from fifteen to one,
in permuted order, shrewdly done:
both across and down, in each line two neighbors share
every twosome sums to a perfect square.
If the last entry is the number 9,
find the leftmost entry in the top line.

6. The Seripian unit of money is the pit, and Seripian coins come in only two types: 5-pit coins
and 6-pit coins. What is the largest value that cannot be represented with Seripian coins? For
example, 16 can be represented as 5 + 5 + 6, but neither 8 nor 13 can be represented.

TURN PAGE OVER



7. The table lists the number of teeth on each of thirteen consecutive intermeshed gears.
Gear : 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

Teeth : 144 36 24 60 48 15 17 144 72 34 12 12 144

6th gear,
15 teeth

7th gear,
17 teeth

Each gear is marked with an arrow, and initially all the
arrows are pointing straight up. After how many revo-
lutions of the first gear are all the arrows again pointing
straight up for the first time? The diagram shows the
sixth and seventh gears in the line.
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7 8. Draw one straight line that cuts both rectangles so that
each of their individual areas is split in half. At what
value of y does this line cross the y axis?

9. A point (x, y) whose coordinates x and y are both integers is called a lattice point. How many
lattice points lie strictly inside the circle of radius p centered at the point (0, 0)? Recall that
p = 3.14159 . . .

10. Find a set of three consecutive odd integers {a, b, c} for which the sum of squares
a

2 + b

2 + c

2 is an integer made of four identical digits. (For example, 2222 is an integer made of
four identical digits, and {7, 9, 11} is a set of three consecutive odd integers.)

NORTH	
EXIT

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6

R1 . . . . 29 30

R2

R3 13 . . . . .

R4 12 11 10 9 8 7

R5 1 2 3 4 5 6
Attendant's	Order	of	Packing	Buses

11. A parking lot for 30 buses has 5 rows and 6 columns.
Every day in January the buses depart heading north as
columns: column C1 departs first, then C2 departs, . . .,
so that the first bus to leave is the one in the first row,
first column, the second bus out is the one in the second
row, first column, etc. Each evening the buses return to
the lot in their order of departure (first bus out is first bus
in; etc.). An attendant parks the

returning buses so they face north, filling the rows systematically, working from the southern-
most row 5 to the northernmost row 1, in the snaking zig-zag order depicted. Call the locations
of the buses on the morning of January 1 their original home positions. On what evening(s) in
January will the attendant park the most buses in their original home positions?

END OF CONTEST
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University of Northern Colorado Mathematics Contest 2017-2018 
Problems and Solutions of First Round 

 

1. Find the largest integer n that satisfies both n561<  and n2 <199 . 

Answer: 14 

Solution: 

From n561<  we have 
5
61

>n . So n > 12, since n is an integer. 

From n2 < 199 we have 199<n . So 14≤n . 

The values for n that satisfy both inequalities are 13 and 14. 

The largest one is 14. 

 

2. The seven integers 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 9, and 11 are placed in the circles in the figure, one number 
in each circle and each number appearing exactly once. If all three straight line sums are 
equal, then (a) what is that sum; and (b) what number is in the center circle? 

 
Answer: (a) 14; (b) 2 

Solution: 

Let us fill the numbers: 

 
where { } { }11,9,7,5,3,2,1,,,,,, =xfedcba . 

Let M be the magic sum. Then 

Mdxa =++ , Mexb =++ , Mfxc =++  

Add three equations: 

Mxxfedcba 32 =+++++++ . 

Note that 3811975321 =++++++=++++++ xfedcba . 

a b 

c 

d e 

f x 
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We have 

Mx 3238 =+ . 

Taking mod 3, we obtain 

2=x  mod 3. 

The possible values for x are 2, 5, 11, which are 2 mod 3. 

If 5=x , 16=M . 

Note that 11516 =− . We need to make three pairs of two numbers whose sum is 11. It is 
impossible because no number can pair with 11. 

If 11=x , 20=M . 

Note that 91120 =− . We need to make three pairs of two numbers whose sum is 9. It is 
impossible because no number can pair with 9. 

Therefore, 2=x . 

Then 14=M . 

The answer to (a) is 14, and the answer to (b) is 2. 

 

3. Find the total area of the eight shaded regions. The outer square has side length 10 and the 
octagon is regular, that is, its sides all have the same length and its angles are all congruent. 

 
Answer: 25 

Solution: 

If we cut and paste, we see that the total area of the eight shaded regions in the original diagram is 

4
1  of the area of the square. 

 

The answer is 2510
4
1 2 =⋅ . 
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4. The bottom rectangle in this figure is 3.5 units high and 12 units wide. How long is the 
shorter side of the upper (tilted) rectangle? 

 

Answer: 
25
84  

We mark points as shown. 

 
Solution 1: 

All triangles are 7-24-25 triangles. 

Triangle AED is a 7-24-25 triangle with 5.3=AD . 

So 

25
84

25
12724

25
5.3

=
⋅

=⋅=AE . 

Solution 2: 

Lemma: rectangles ABCD and ACFE have an equal area. 

With the lemma the answer is obvious: 

25
84

25
127

5.12
125.3

=
⋅

=
⋅

=AE . 

Proof of the Lemma: 

Key observation: 

Triangle ADC is common to both rectangles. 

Look at rectangle ABCD:  

 12 

3.5 

A B 

C 
D 

E 

F 

12 
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12 
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The area of rectangle ABCD is double the area of ADCΔ . 

Look at rectangle ACFE: 

 
The area of rectangle ACFE is also double the area of ADCΔ . 

Therefore, rectangles ABCD and ACFE have an equal area. 

 

5. List the numbers from fifteen to one, in permuted order, shrewdly done: both across and 
down, in each line two neighbors share every twosome sums to a perfect square. If the last 
entry is the number 9, find the leftmost entry in the top line. 

 
Answer: 8 

Solution: 

Starting from 9 we fill the squares. 

There is only one way up to fill 3: 

 
For the next square we have two choices: 1 and 6. 

12 

3.5 

A B 

C 
D 

E 

F 

9 

9 
7 2 

14 11 
5 4 

12 13 
3 
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Let us try 1: 

 
In the last square we must fill 8, the only number left. However, 86 +  is not a square. 

Now we try 6. 

It works. 

The whole filling is 

 
The last number 8 is the answer. 

 

6. The Seripian unit of money is the pit, and Seripian coins come in only two types: 5-pit 
coins and 6-pit coins. What is the largest value that cannot be represented with Seripian 
coins? For example, 16 can be represented as 655 ++ , but neither 8 nor 13 can be 
represented. 

Answer: 19 

Solution: 

The general problem is as follows. 

Positive integers m and n are relatively prime. a and b are nonnegative integers. What is the 
greatest positive integer that cannot be represented by 

bnam + . 

The answer is 

( )nmmn +− . 

We rewrite the answer as 

9 
7 2 

14 11 
5 4 

12 13 
3 6 

10 15 
1 8 

9 
7 2 

14 11 
5 4 

12 13 
3 1 

15 10 
6 8 
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( )( ) 111 −−− nm . 

The second expression is good for calculations. Feel it by trying different values of m and n. 

The answer to this problem. 

( ) ( ) 1911615 =−−⋅− . 

 

7. The table lists the number of teeth on each of thirteen consecutive intermeshed gears.  

 Gear 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

 Teeth 144 36 24 60 48 15 17 144 72 34 12 12 144 

 Each gear is marked with an arrow, and initially all the arrows are pointing straight up. 
After how many revolutions of the first gear are all the arrows again pointing straight up for 
the first time? The diagram shows the sixth and seventh gears in the line. 

 
Answer: 85 

Solution: 

Let us find the least common multiple of all numbers of teeth. 

To get it, we figure out what is the exponent of each possible prime factor in the least common 
multiple. 

The possible prime factors are 2, 3, 5,17. 

As an example, the largest number of 2s is in 48, and there are 4 2s. 

The least common multiple is 

17532 24 ⋅⋅⋅ . 

The number of revolutions of the first gear is 

85
32
17532

144
17532

24

2424

=
⋅

⋅⋅⋅
=

⋅⋅⋅ . 
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8. Draw one straight line that cuts both rectangles so that each of their individual areas is split 
in half. At what value of y does this line cross the y axis? 

 
Answer: 5 

Solution: 

Key observation: 

Any line passing through the center of a rectangle divides the rectangle into two congruent parts 
hence having the same area. 

Now we can construct the line. 

Draw two diagonals in each of two squares to find their centers. 

The desired line is formed by connecting the two centers. 

 
The two centers are ( )4,4  and ( )3,8 . 

The line passing through these two points is ( )4
48
434 −⋅

−
−

=− xy . That is, 5
4
1

+−= xy . 

The y-intercept is 5. 

 

x 

y 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

0 

x 

y 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

1 
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3 
4 
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6 
7 

0 

8 
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9 A point ( )yx,  whose coordinates x and y are both integers is called a lattice point. How 
many lattice points lie strictly inside the circle of radius π  centered at the point ( )0,0 ? 
Recall that !14159.3=π . 

Answer: 29 

Solution: 

 
Obviously all points ( )ba,  with 22 ≤≤− a  and 22 ≤≤− b  are inside the circle. There are 25 
such lattice points. 

Four points ( )3,0 ±  and ( )0,3±  are inside the circle, as well. This makes 25 plus 4 more, or 29 
lattice points inside the circle. 

Let us determine whether ( )3,1  is inside the circle. 

The square of the distance from ( )3,1  to the origin is 1031 22 =+ . 

We don’t have a calculator. 

Let us estimate 2π .  

( ) 109225.9
10000

25100323115.3 22 <=
+⋅⋅

=<π . 

So ( )3,1  is outside the circle. 

Similarly, all eight points ( )3,1 ±±  and ( )1,3 ±±  are outside the circle. 

The total number of lattice points are inside the circle is 29. 

 

10. Find a set of three consecutive odd integers { }cba ,,  for which the sum of squares 
222 cba ++  is an integer made of four identical digits. (For example, 2222 is an integer 

made of four identical digits, and {7, 9, 11} is a set of three consecutive odd integers.) 

Answer: 41, 43, 45 

Solution: 

x 

y 

2 1 

3 

2 

1 

3 0 –1 

–2 

–1 

–2 

–3 

–3 
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Let three consecutive odd integers be 12 −n , 12 +n , 32 +n . 

Let the sum of the three squares be xxxxx 1111
_______

=  where x is the repeating digit 91 ≤≤ x . 

We have 

( ) ( ) ( ) xnnn 1111321212 222 =++++−  

That is, 

xnn 1111111212 2 =++  

Taking mod 2, we have 1=x  mod 2. (That is, x is odd.) 

Taking mod 3, we have 2=x  mod 3. (That is, x = 2, 5, or 8.) 

So x is 5. 

Then 

5555111212 2 =++ nn  

That is, 

( ) 22214621 ⋅==+nn  

We obtain 21=n . 

Then the three consecutive odd numbers are 41, 43, 45. 

 

11. A parking lot for 30 buses has 5 rows and 6 columns. Every day in January the buses depart 
heading north as columns: column C1 departs first, then C2 departs, ! , so that the first bus 
to leave is the one in the first row, first column, the second bus out is the one in the second 
row, first column, etc. Each evening the buses return to the lot in their order of departure 
(first bus out is first bus in; etc.). An attendant parks the returning buses so they face north, 
filling the rows systematically, working from the southernmost row 5 to the northernmost 
row 1, in the snaking zig-zag order depicted. Call the locations of the buses on the morning 
of January 1 their original home positions. On what evening(s) in January will the attendant 
park the most buses in their original home positions? 

 
Answer: January 15 and January 30 

Solution: 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

7 8 9 10 11 12 

13 

19 30 

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 

R1 

R2 

R3 

R4 

R5 

North 
Exit 

Attendant’s Order of Packing Buses 
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Let us number the parking lots as shown. 

 
We use their home lot numbers to name the buses. 

That is, bus i has lot i as its home position, ni ,,2,1 != . 

Then we can easily find the following 8 loops: 

→→→ 2551 1 

→→→→→ 24814102 2 

→→→ 13153 3 

→→→→ 1222204 4 

→→→ 26306 6 

→→→→→ 231721297 7 

→→→→ 1127199 9 

→→→ 281816 16 

“ →→→ 2551 1” means that bus 1 at its home position, moves to lot 5 on the 1st 
day, then moves to lot 25 on the 2nd day, and comes back to its home position on the 3rd day. 

There are four loops of length 3, two loops of length 4, and two loops of length 5. 

The least common multiple of 3, 4, and 5 is 60. 

In 60 days all buses come back to their home positions. However, it is not January anymore in 60 
days. 

The least common multiple of 3 and 5 is 15. 

In 15 days 225234 =⋅+⋅  buses come back to their home positions. The days in January that 
this happens are January 15 and January 30. 

The least common multiple of 3 and 4 is 12. 

In 12 days 204234 =⋅+⋅  buses come back to their home positions. The days this happens in 
January are January 12 and January 24. 

The least common multiple of 4 and 5 is 20. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

7 8 9 10 11 12 

13 14 15 16 17 18 

24 23 22 21 20 19 

25 26 27 28 29 30 

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 

R1 

R2 

R3 

R4 

R5 

North 
Exit 
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In 20 days 185242 =⋅+⋅  buses come back to their home positions. The only day in January that 
this happens is January 20. 

Therefore, the answer is January 15 and January 30. 

 



Twenty-sixth Annual UNC Math Contest First Round Solutions Fall, 2017

Rules: 90 minutes; no electronic devices.

1. Find the largest integer n that satisfies both 61 < 5n and n

2 < 199.
Answer: n = 14
Solution: Since 5 ⇥ 12 = 60, we conclude from the first inequality that n must be greater than 12.
Compute 132 = 169, 142 = 196, 152 = 225 and deduce from the second inequality that n = 14.

2. The seven integers 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 9, and 11 are placed
in the circles in the figure, one number in each circle and
each number appearing exactly once. If all three straight-
line sums are equal, then (a) what is that sum; and (b)
what number is in the center circle?

Answer: (a) 14 (b) 2
Solution: The sum of all three straight-line sums is the sum of all the numbers plus two extra
copies of the one in the middle. This sum must be three times the straight-line sum. The sum of
all the numbers is 38. When we add two copies of any integer the result is an even number. We
conclude that the straight-line sum must also be even. For a sum of any three different numbers
from the list to be even, the three must include two odds and the 2. (There are other ways to
see this by considering evenness and oddness.) Therefore, the middle number must 2. Conclude
that the straight-line sum is 38 + 4÷ 3 = 42÷ 3=14. You can also fill the circles by trial and error.

3. Find the total area of the eight shaded regions. The
outer square has side length 10 and the octagon is regu-
lar, that is, its sides all have the same length and its an-
gles are all congruent.

Answer: 25 square units
Solution: By symmetry, the unshaded square in the middle is one half of the total area of the big
square. By symmetry, the shaded area is one half of the remaining area. The shaded area is one
quarter of the area of the 10 ⇥ 10 square. The shaded region has area 100/4 =25.

12

3.5

4. The bottom rectangle in this figure is 3.5 units high
and 12 units wide. How long is the shorter side of the
upper (tilted) rectangle?

Answer: 84/25 units
Solution: The two rectangles have the same area and that area is 12⇥ 3.5=42. By the Pythagorean
Theorem, the longer side of the tilted rectangle is

p
122 + (3.5)2 =

p
144 + 49/4 =

p
625/4 =

25/2. The shorter side is 42 ÷ (25/2)= 84/25.
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5. List the numbers from fifteen to one,
in permuted order, shrewdly done:
both across and down, in each line two neighbors share
every twosome sums to a perfect square.
If the last entry is the number 9,
find the leftmost entry in the top line.

Answer: 8
Solution: For each integer 1, 2, 3 ... 15, we can list the possible neighbors. For example, 1 can be
next to 3 (to make 4), next to 8 (to make 9), or next to 15 (to make 16). Exactly two of the numbers,
8 and 9, have just one possible neighbor: 8 must be next to 1 and 9 must be next to 7. Therefore
8 and 9 must be the numbers at the ends. If 9 is at the bottom, then 8 must be at the top left.

Out[8]=

Figure 1: Diagram of Connected Pairs

6. The Seripian unit of money is the pit, and Seripian coins come in only two types: 5-pit coins
and 6-pit coins. What is the largest value that cannot be represented with Seripian coins? For
example, 16 can be represented as 5 + 5 + 6, but neither 8 nor 13 can be represented.

Answer: 19
Solution: Make a chart showing the possible combinations. First row is 0, 1, 2, 3, ... of the 5-pit
coins and no 6-pit coins. Second row is 0, 1, 2, 3, ... of the 5 pit coins and one 6-pit coins, and so
on, with one more 6-pit coin in each lower row.

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 ...
6 11 16 21 26 31 36 41 ...

12 17 22 27 32 37 42 47 ...
18 23 28 33 38 43 48 53 ...
24 29 34 39 44 49 54 59 ...

The numbers that appear are, looking along diagonals, 5,6; 10,11,12; 15,16,17,18; 20,21,22,... The
last integer that will be skipped is 19.

7. The table lists the number of teeth on each of thirteen consecutive intermeshed gears.
Gear : 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

Teeth : 144 36 24 60 48 15 17 144 72 34 12 12 144



6th gear,
15 teeth

7th gear,
17 teeth

Each gear is marked with an arrow, and initially all the
arrows are pointing straight up. After how many revo-
lutions of the first gear are all the arrows again pointing
straight up for the first time? The diagram shows the
sixth and seventh gears in the line.

Answer: 85
Solution: Call the number of revolutions of the first gear n. The arrow on a particular gear will
point straight up when 144n is an integer multiple of the number of teeth on that gear. The
answer will be the smallest integer n for which 144n is a multiple of each of the given integers.
That is, we must choose n so that 144n is the least common multiple of all the given integers.
Most of the integers are factors of 144; we can ignore those for the calculation. The integers that
are not factors of 144 are 60, 15, 17, and 34. The least common multiple of 144, 60, 15, 17, and 34
is 5 ⇥ 17 ⇥ 144= 85 ⇥ 144. Therefore n=85.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
0
1

2

3

4

5

6

7 8. Draw one straight line that cuts both rectangles so that
each of their individual areas is split in half. At what
value of y does this line cross the y axis?

Answer: y=5
Solution: A line that goes through the center of a rectangle cuts the rectangle into two congruent
pieces. The line that cuts the areas of both the rectangles in half is the line through the two
centers.
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9. A point (x, y) whose coordinates x and y are both integers is called a lattice point. How many
lattice points lie strictly inside the circle of radius p centered at the point (0, 0)? Recall that
p = 3.14159 . . .

Answer: 29
Solution: It may be helpful to draw a sketch. The points (0,0), (0, ±1), (0, ±2), (0, ±3), (±1, 0),
(±2, 0), (±3, 0) are all clearly in the circle. So also are (±1, ±1), (±1, ±2), (±2, ±1), and (±2,
±2). The cases that need checking are (±1, ±3) and (±3, ±1). Use the Pythagorean theorem
to see whether these lie inside or outside the circle- the distance from these points to (0,0) isp

1 + 32 =
p

10. If
p

10 is bigger than p then they are outside and if it is less than p then they
are inside and should be added to the count. The number 3.15 is bigger than p and its square
is 9.9225, which is less than 10. Therefore,

p
10 is bigger than p and the points are outside the

circle. There are 29 lattice points inside the circle.

10. Find a set of three consecutive odd integers {a, b, c} for which the sum of squares
a

2 + b

2 + c

2 is an integer made of four identical digits. (For example, 2222 is an integer made of
four identical digits, and {7, 9, 11} is a set of three consecutive odd integers.)

Answer: 41, 43, 45
Solution: Let a=n, b=n+2, and c=n+4 and remember that n is odd. Then a

2 + b

2 + c

2= 3n

2 +
12n + 20. This quantity is 1111, 2222, 3333, 4444, 5555, 6666, 7777, 8888, or 9999. Subtracting 20
from each of those, we find 3n

2 + 12n is either 1091, 2202, 3313, 4424, 5535, 6646, 7757, 8868, or
9979. Observe that 3n

2 + 12n is a multiple of 3 and eliminate the numbers on the list that are
not multiples of three. This leaves only 2202, 5535, and 8868. Divide each of these by 3 and find
that n

2 + 4n is either 734, 1845, or 2956. Note that n

2 + 4n=n(n+4). This suggests looking at the
factorizations of 734, 1845, and 2956. 734=2 ⇥ 367. 1845=5 ⇥ 9 ⇥ 41 = 41 ⇥ 45. 2956=2 ⇥ 2 ⇥ 739.
Conclude that the three odd numbers we seek are 41, 43, 45.
(There are many ways to start. You can begin, for instance, by calling the three numbers 2n+1,
2n+3, and 2n+5 or by calling them n-2, n, and n+2 or by calling them 2n-1, 2n+1, and 2n+3. The
reasoning will be similar whatever choice you make.)



NORTH	
EXIT

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6

R1 . . . . 29 30

R2

R3 13 . . . . .

R4 12 11 10 9 8 7

R5 1 2 3 4 5 6
Attendant's	Order	of	Packing	Buses

11. A parking lot for 30 buses has 5 rows and 6 columns.
Every day in January the buses depart heading north as
columns: column C1 departs first, then C2 departs, . . .,
so that the first bus to leave is the one in the first row,
first column, the second bus out is the one in the second
row, first column, etc. Each evening the buses return to
the lot in their order of departure (first bus out is first bus
in; etc.). An attendant parks the

returning buses so they face north, filling the rows systematically, working from the southern-
most row 5 to the northernmost row 1, in the snaking zig-zag order depicted. Call the locations
of the buses on the morning of January 1 their original home positions. On what evening(s) in
January will the attendant park the most buses in their original home positions?
Answer: The evenings of January 15 and January 30.
Solution: Using any system you like, number the buses and the parking spots and then check
to see where each bus is parked each evening. It turns out to be less complicated than it may at
first appear. You will find that 12 of the buses return to their home position every third evening,
8 of the buses return to their home position every fourth evening, and 10 of the buses return to
their home position every fifth evening. This implies that 12+8 = 20 buses return to their home
position every twelfth evening, 8+10 = 18 buses return to their home position every twentieth
evening, 12+10 = 22 buses return to their home position every fifteenth evening, and all 30 buses
return to their home position every sixtieth evening. Since there are only 31 days in January,
there will not be an evening in January on which all 30 buses return to their home positions. The
most buses that will be parked in their home positions on any single evening will be 22, and that
will happen every fifteenth evening, namely, the evenings of January 15 and January 30. (See the
solutions of Dr. Ming Song for one example of a numbering system.)

END OF CONTEST



Twenty-sixth Annual UNC Math Contest Final Round January 20, 2018

Rules: Three hours; no electronic devices. Show work and justify answers.

The positive integers are 1, 2, 3, 4, . . .

1. A printer used 1890 digits to number all the pages in the Seripian Puzzle Book. How many
pages are in the book? (For example, to number the pages in a book with twelve pages, the
printer would use fifteen digits.)

15

16 CD

B

A

2. Segment AB is perpendicular to segment BC and
segment AC is perpendicular to segment BD. If seg-
ment AB has length 15 and segment DC has length 16,
then what is the area of triangle ABC?

3. Find all values of B that have the property that if (x, y) lies on the hyperbola 2y

2 � x

2 = 1,
then so does the point (3x + 4y, 2x + By).

4. How many positive integer factors of 36, 000, 000 are not perfect squares?

A
BC 5. Find the length of segment BC formed in the mid-

dle circle by a line that goes through point A and is
tangent to the leftmost circle. The three circles in the
figure all have radius one and their centers lie on the
horizontal line. The leftmost and rightmost circles are
tangent to the circle in the middle. Point A is at the

rightmost intersection of the rightmost circle and the horizontal line.

6. Circling the square. Exactly one of these polynomials is a perfect square; that is, can be
written as (p(x))2 where p(x) is also a polynomial. Circle the choice that is a perfect square,
and for that choice, find the square root, the polynomial p(x).
(A) 36 � 49x

2 + 14x

4 (B) 36 � 48x

2 + 14x

4 � x

6

(C) 9 � 12x + 4x

2 + 12x

3 � 8x

4 + 4x

6 (D) 36 � 49x

2 + 15x

4 � x

6

7. Define x = 2A + 10B where A and B are randomly chosen with replacement from among
the positive integers less than or equal to twelve. What is the probability that x is a multiple
of 12?

TURN PAGE OVER



8. Let p(x) = x

2018 + x

1776 � 3x

4 � 3. Find the remainder when you divide p(x) by x

3 � x.

9. Call a set of integers Grassilian if each of its elements is at least as large as the number of
elements in the set. For example, the three-element set {2, 48, 100} is not Grassilian, but the
six-element set {6, 10, 11, 20, 33, 39} is Grassilian. Let G(n) be the number of Grassilian sub-
sets of {1, 2, 3, ..., n}. (By definition, the empty set is a subset of every set and is Grassilian.)

(a) Find G(3), G(4), and G(5).

(b) Find a recursion formula for G(n + 1). That is, find a formula that expresses G(n + 1) in
terms of G(n), G(n � 1), . . ..
(c) Give an explanation that shows that the formula you give is correct.

10. The Seripians have seen the error of their ways and
issued new pit-coins in 2-pit and 3-pit denominations,
containing 2 and 3 serigrams of gold. One of the new

coins is in the shape of a domino (two adjoining squares) and the other two are in the shape of
triominoes (three adjoining squares), shown above. To celebrate the new coins, the Seripians
have announced a contest. Seripian students can win fame and glory and 100 of each of the
new Seripian pit-coins by successfully completing quests (a)-(d) below.

Call a tiling by pit-coins prime if there is no vertical
line that splits the tiling into tilings of two smaller
shapes without cutting across any of the coins. The

2x5 tiling above on the left is prime and the 2x5 tiling on the right is not prime.

Define P(n) to be the number of distinct prime tilings
of a horizontal 2xn grid. For example, P(4) = 6, and
the six distinct prime 2x4 tilings are shown at left.

Define Q(n) to be the number of distinct prime tilings of the two 2xn grids with one unit

corner square missing at the right end. Q(3) = 4 and
the four prime tilings are shown to the left. We wish
you success on the Seripian Quests. Show your work.

(a) Determine P(6).
(b) Determine formulas for P(n) and Q(n) in terms of Q(n � 1), Q(n � 2), and/or Q(n � 3)
that are valid for n � 4.
(c) Determine a formula for P(n) that does not use Q. You may use P(n � 1), P(n � 2),
P(n � 3), . . .. Specify how large n must be for your formula to work.
(d) Determine explicitly P(11) and P(13).

11. (a) Find an integer n > 1 for which 1 + 2 + . . . + n

2 is a perfect square.
(b) Show that there are infinitely many integers n > 1 that have the property that
1 + 2 + . . . + n

2 is a perfect square, and determine at least three more examples of such n.
Hint: There is one approach that uses the result of a previous problem on this contest.

END OF CONTEST
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University of Northern Colorado Mathematics Contest 2017-2018 
Problems and Solutions of Final Round 

 

1. A printer used 1890 digits to number all the pages in the Seripian Puzzle Book. How many 
pages are in the book? (For example, to number the pages in a book with twelve pages, the 
printer would use fifteen digits.) 

Answer: 666 

Solution: 

Let n be the number of pages of the book. 

There are 9 one-digit numbers and 90 two-digit numbers. 9 + 2 ∙ 90 = 189 digits are used for these 
99 pages. 

1890 − 189 = 1701 digits are used to number the pages from page 100 to page n. 

We have ( − 99) ∙ 3 = 1701. 

We obtain = 666. 
 

2. Segment AB is perpendicular to segment BC and segment AC is perpendicular to segment 
BD. If segment AB has length 15 and segment DC has length 16, then what is the area of 
triangle ABC? 

 
Answer: 150 

Solution: 

If we recognize that all triangles are 3-4-5 triangles. Immediately we have = 9, = 12, and 
= 25. 

The area of triangle ABC is ∙ 25 ∙ 12 = 150. 

Let us solve for BD. 

Let = . 

Triangles ADB and CAB are similar. 

We have = . That is,  = . 

Solving for x we obtain = 9. 
 

A

B CD

15

16
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3. Find all values of B that have the property that if ( , ) lies on the hyperbola 

2 − = 1, 

 then so does the point (3 + 4 , 2 + ). 
Answer: one value: 3 

Solution 1: 

We know that (1, 1) is on the hyperbola. Then (7, 2 + ) is. 

So 2(2 + ) − 7 = 1. Then (2 + ) = 25. We obtain = 3 or = −7. 

If we plug (3 + 4 , 2 + 3 ) into the original equation, we will obtain the original equation. 

So = 3	 is valid. 

Now we plug (3 + 4 , 2 − 7 ) into the original equation. We don’t get the original equation. 

So = −7	 is invalid. 

There is only one value for B. 

Solution 2: 

Plug (3 + 4 , 2 + ) into the original equation: 

2(2 + ) − (3 + 4 ) = 1 

Expand the left side and collect the like terms: 

(2 − 16) − + (8 − 24) = 1 

In the above equation the cross term xy must disappear. So = 3. 

Then the above equation becomes the original hyperbola. 

There is only one value for B. 

 

4. How many positive integer factors of 36,000,000 are not perfect squares? 

Answer: 149 

Solution: 

The prime factorization of 36,000,000 is 

36,000,000 = 2 ∙ 3 ∙ 5  

It has (8 + 1) ∙ (2 + 1) ∙ (6 + 1) = 189 factors where ≤ 8, ≤ 2, ≤ 6. 

Let 2 ∙ 3 ∙ 5  be a factor of 36,000,000. 

For it to be a square, we need all of a, b, and c to be even. 

There are five choices for a: 0, 2, 4, 6, 8; two choices for b: 0, 2; and four choices for c: 0, 2, 4, 6 
such that the factor is a square. 

So 36,000,000 has 5 ∙ 2 ∙ 4 = 40 factors that are squares. 

The number of the non-square factors of 36,000,000 is 189 − 40 = 149. 
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5. Find the length of segment BC formed in the middle circle by a line that goes through point 
A and is tangent to the leftmost circle. The three circles in the figure all have radius one and 
their centers lie on the horizontal line. The leftmost and rightmost circles are tangent to the 
circle in the middle. Point A is at the rightmost intersection of the rightmost circle and the 
horizontal line. 

 

Answer:  

Solution: 

Let D be the center of the middle circle, and E be the center of the leftmost circle. 

 
Draw BD. 

Draw ⟘  with F on line ABC. 

Draw ⟘  with G on line ABC. 	is the tangent point. 

Triangles AFD and AGE are similar with = 1, = 3, and = 5. 

So = . 

With = 1 triangle BFD is a 3-4-5 triangle. 

So = . 

Then = . 

 

6. Circling the square. Exactly one of these polynomials is a perfect square; that is, can be 
written as ( ( ))	  where ( ) is also a polynomial. Circle the choice that is a perfect square, 
and for that choice, find the square root, the polynomial ( ). 

 (A) 36 − 49 + 14  (B) 36 − 48 + 14 −  

 (C) 9 − 12 + 4 + 12 − 8 + 4  (D) 36 − 49 + 15 −  

Answer: (C) with ( ) = 2 − 2 + 3 

Solution: 

(A) 36 − 49 + 14  

B
C

A

B
C

A

E D

G
F
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Obviously, it is not the square of a polynomial. 

(B) 36 − 48 + 14 −  

The leading coefficient of the square of a polynomial must be positive. 

So it is not a square. 

(C) 9 − 12 + 4 + 12 − 8 + 4  

Let 

9 − 12 + 4 + 12 − 8 + 4 = (2 + + + 3)  

Since there is no term of , = 0. 

Then 

9 − 12 + 4 + 12 − 8 + 4 = (2 + + 3) . 

Expanding the right side we will get = −2. 

We have 

9 − 12 + 4 + 12 − 8 + 4 = (2 − 2 + 3) . 

So 

( ) = 2 − 2 + 3 

(D) 36 − 49 + 15 −  

The leading coefficient is negative. 

It is not a square. 

 

7. Define = 2 + 10 	where A and B are randomly chosen with replacement from among the 
positive integers less than or equal to twelve. What is the probability that x is a multiple of 
12? 

Answer:  

Solution: 

For x to be divisible by 4, we must have = 1 and = 1 or ≥ 2 and ≥ 2. 

Case 1: = 1 and = 1 

The probability is ∙ . 

Now = 12 is divisible by 12. 

The probability in this case is 
1
12 ∙

1
12 =

1
144 

Case 2: ≥ 2 and ≥ 2 

The probability is ∙ . 

Since 10  is 1 mod 3, we need 2  to be 2 mod 3. 
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So A must be odd. 

There are 5 values out of 11 for A: 3, 5, 7, 9, 11. 

The probability in this case is 
11
12 ∙

11
12 ∙

5
11 =

55
144 

The total probability is 
1
144 +

55
144 =

56
144 =

7
18 

 

8. Let ( ) = + − 3 − 3. Find the remainder when you divide ( ) by − . 

Answer: − − 3 

Solution 1: 

Note that =  mod −  for all ≥ 3: 

− = ( − ) = 0 mod − . 

By induction, =  mod −  for all ≥ 3 if − 2 ≥ 1. 

So 

 ( ) = + − 3 − 3 = + − 3 − 3 = 2 − 3 − 3 

  = 2 − 3 − 3 = − − 3 = − − 3 mod −  

The answer is − − 3. 

Solution 2: 

Note that −  is a polynomial of degree 3. 

We let + +  be the remainder. 

Then 

+ − 3 − 3 = ( − ) ( ) + + +  

for some polynomial ( ). 
Let = 0: 

−3 =  

Let = 1: 

−4 = + +  

Let = −1: 

−4 = − +  

Solving for a, b, and c we obtain = −1, = 0, and = −3. 

The remainder is − − 3. 
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9. Call a set of integers Grassilian if each of its elements is at least as large as the number of 
elements in the set. For example, the three-element set {2, 48, 100} is not Grassilian, but the 
six-element set {6, 10, 11, 20, 33, 39} is Grassilian. Let ( ) be the number of Grassilian 
subsets of {1, 2, 3,⋯ , } . (By definition, the empty set is a subset of every set and is 
Grassilian.) 

 (a) Find (3), (4), and (5). 
 (b) Find a recursion formula for ( + 1). That is, find a formula that expresses 

  ( + 1)		in terms of ( ), ( − 1), ⋯. 
 (c) Give an explanation that shows that the formula you give is correct. 

Answer: 

 (a) (5) = 3, (4) = 8, (5) = 13 

 (b) ( + 1) = 	 ( ) + ( − 1) 
Solution: 

{1} has 2 Grassilian subsets: {	}, {1}. 
{1, 2} has 3 Grassilian subsets: {	}, {1}, {2}. 
{1, 2, 3} has 5 Grassilian subsets: {	}, {1}, {2}, {3}, {2, 3} 
⋯  

By simply listing we find 

(1) = 2, (2) = 3, (3) = 5, (4) = 8 and (5) = 13. 

We conjecture that it is the Fibonacci sequence: 

(1) = 2, (2) = 3, and ( + 1) = 	 ( ) + ( − 1) for ≥ 2 

Let us prove that the Fibonacci sequence is the correct pattern for this problem by building the 
recursion. 

( + 1) is the number of Grassilian subsets of {1, 2, 3,⋯ , − 1, , + 1}. 
There are two cases for the subsets. 

Case 1:	 + 1 is not in the subset 

Any Grassilian subset of {1, 2, 3,⋯ , − 1, } is a Grassilian subset of {1, 2, 3,⋯ , − 1, , + 1}. 
There are ( ) Grassilian subsets in this case. 

Case 2:	 + 1 is in the subset 

For any Grassilian	subset	{ , , , ⋯ , } of {1, 2, 3,⋯ , − 1}, we have 

{ + 1, + 1, + 1,⋯ , + 1, + 1} as a Grassilian subset of {1, 2, 3,⋯ , − 1, , + 1}. 
For example, {	}, {1}, {2,4},	and {3, 4, 5} are Grassilian subsets of {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. Then {7}, {2,7},
{3, 5, 7}, and {4, 5, 6, 7} are Grassilian subsets of {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}. 
There are ( − 1) Grassilian subsets in this case. 

Therefore, 

( + 1) = 	 ( ) + ( − 1). 
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10. The Seripians have seen the error of their ways and issued new pit-coins in 2-pit and 3-pit 
denominations, containing 2 and 3 serigrams of gold. One of the new coins is in the shape of 
a domino (two adjoining squares) and the other two are in the shape of triominoes (three 
adjoining squares), shown above. To celebrate the new coins, the Seripians have announced 
a contest. Seripian students can win fame and glory and 100 of each of the new Seripian pit-
coins by successfully completing quests (a)-(d) below. 

 
 Call a tiling by pit-coins prime if there is no vertical line that splits the tiling into tilings of 

two smaller shapes without cutting across any of the coins. The 2 × 5 tiling below on the left 
is prime and the 2 × 5 tiling on the right is not prime. 

 
 Define ( )  to be the number of distinct prime tilings of a horizontal 2 ×  grid. For 

example, (4) = 6, and the six distinct prime 2 × 4 tilings are shown below. 

 
 Define ( ) to be the number of distinct prime tilings of the two 2 ×  grids with one unit 

corner square missing at the right end. (3) = 4 and the four prime tilings are shown below. 

 
 We wish you success on the Seripian Quests. Show your work. 

 (a) Determine (6). 
 (b) Determine formulas for ( )  and ( )  in terms of ( − 1) , ( − 2) , and/or 

( − 3) that are valid for	 ≥ 4. 

 (c) Determine a formula for ( ) that does not use . You may use ( − 1), ( − 2), 
( − 3), ⋯. 

  Specify how large n must be for your formula to work. 

 (d) Determine explicitly (11) and (13). 
Answer: 

 (a) (6) = 10 

 (b) ( ) = ( − 1) + ( − 2), ( ) = ( − 1) + ( − 3)	  
 (c) ( ) = ( − 1) + ( − 3) for ≥ 7 

 (d) (11) = 74, (13) = 158 
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Solution: 

Note that ( ) is the number of distinct prime tilings of the two 2 ×  grids with one unit corner 
square missing at the right end. 

So ( ) is the number of distinct prime tilings of one 2 ×  grid with any particular corner square 
missing. 

This is a 2 ×  grid. 

 
To tile it there are ( ) ways. 

Let us build the recursion for ( ). 
There are four cases to tile the top-left square. 

Case 1: 

 
After we use the first coin, we have 2 × ( − 1) grid with a missing corner square left to be tiled. 

There are ( ) ways to tile the rest. 

Case 2: 

 

There are ( ) ways to tile the rest. 

Case 3: 

 

2	×	n

2	×	(n - 1)

2	×	n

2	×	(n - 1)

2	×	n

2	×	n
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In this case there is only one way to tile the bottom-left square: 

 

There are ( ) ways to tile the rest. 

Case 4: 

 
In this case there is only one way to tile the bottom-left square: 

 

There are ( ) ways to tile the rest. 

Therefore, 

( ) = ( − 1)
2 + ( − 1)

2 + ( − 2)
2 + ( − 2)

2  

That is, 

( ) = ( − 1) + ( − 2) 
This is a 2 ×  grid with one particular corner (left-bottom) square missing. 

 

To tile it there are ( ) ways. 

Let us build the recursion for ( ). 
There are two cases to tile the top-left square. 

2	×	(n - 2)

2	×	n

2	×	n

2	×	(n - 2)

2	×	n

2	×	n
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Case 1: 

 

There are ( ) ways to tile the rest. 

Case 2: 

 
In this case there is only one way to tile the yellow square: 

 

There are ( ) ways to tile the rest. 

Therefore, 
( )
2 = ( − 1)

2 + ( − 3)
2 	 

That is, 

( ) = ( − 1) + ( − 3)	 
Now we solve the recursions: 

 ( ) = ( − 1) + ( − 2) (1) 

 ( ) = ( − 1) + ( − 3) (2) 

Since ( ) is the linear sum of s, it has the same recursion as ( ).  
So we have 

( ) = ( − 1) + ( − 3) 
To see this, we plug (2) into (1): 

 ( ) = ( − 2) + ( − 4) + ( − 3) + ( − 5)  

Note that ( − 2) + ( − 3) = ( − 1) and ( − 4) + ( − 5) = ( − 3). 
We obtain 

2	×	(n - 1)

2	×	n

2	×	n

2	×	(n - 3)

2	×	n
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( ) = ( − 1) + ( − 3) 
To run the recursion we need initial values: (1), (2),⋯ 

Let us find them. 

Tile 2 × 1 grid: 

 
There is only one way: 

 
(1) = 1. 

Tile 2 × 2 grid: 

 
There is only one way: 

 
(2) = 1. 

Tile 2 × 3 grid: 

 
There are 3 ways: 

 
(3) = 3. 

However, we cannot use them as initial values because we never tile the leftmost two squares in 
any of the following three ways if ≥ 4. 

 

 

 
So (4) is the first valid initial value. 
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We already know (4) = 6 from the problem. 

Let us find (5) and (6). 
Tile 2 × 5 grid: 

 
There are 8 ways: 

           

           
and four ways by horizontally flipping each of the above 4 tilings. 

(5) = 8. 

Tile 2 × 6 grid: 

 
There are 10 ways: 

                     

           
and five ways by horizontally flipping each of the above 5 tilings. 

(6) = 10. 

The recursion 

( ) = ( − 1) + ( − 3) 
is valid from ≥ 7. 

Now we calculate (11) and (13): 
(7) = (6) + (4) = 10 + 6 = 16 

(8) = (7) + (5) = 16 + 8 = 24 

(9) = (8) + (6) = 24 + 10 = 34 

(10) = (9) + (7) = 34 + 16 = 50 

(11) = (10) + (8) = 50 + 24 = 74 

(12) = (11) + (9) = 74 + 34 = 108 

(13) = (12) + (10) = 108 + 50 = 158 
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11. (a) Find an integer > 1	for which 1 + 2 +⋯+  is a perfect square. 

 (b) Show that there are infinitely many integers > 1 that have the property that 

  1 + 2 +⋯+  is a perfect square, and determine at least three more examples of such 
n. 

 Hint: There is one approach that uses the result of a previous problem on this contest. 

Answer: 

 (a) 7:	1 + 2 +⋯+ 7 = 1225 = 35   

 (b) 41, 239, 1393 

Solution: 

Let 1 + 2 +⋯+ = . 

We have ( ) = . 

If n is even, there are an odd number of 2s in the prime factorization of  ( ) and hence it cannot 
be a square. 

So n is odd. 

 must be a square. 

Let it be : = . 

We obtain a Pell’s equation: − 2 = −1. 

To find all solutions to a Pell’s equation, we need to find a solution first by trial and error. 

We see that 	( , ) = (1, 1) is a solution. 

Let = 1 and = 1. 

Define  and  such that 

+ √2 = ( + √2 )  for ≥ 1. 

Then	 
( , ) 	= 	 ( , ) ( ≥ 1) 

are all solutions to the Pell’s equation. 

We can find the recursion for ( , ). 
 + √2 = ( + √2 ) = ( + √2 ) ( + √2 )  
   =( + √2 )(3 + 2√2) = (3 + 4 ) + √2(2 + 3 ) 
We obtain 

= 3 + 4  

= 2 + 3  

It is easy to prove that ( , )  satisfies the Pell’s equation if ( , )  satisfies it. We 
practiced this in problem 3 of this contest. 
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Therefore, there are infinitively many solutions. 

Calculate , ,	 , and . 

= 3 ∙ 1 + 4 ∙ 1 = 7, = 2 ∙ 1 + 3 ∙ 1 = 5 

= 3 ∙ 7 + 4 ∙ 5 = 41, = 2 ∙ 7 + 3 ∙ 5 = 29 

= 3 ∙ 41 + 4 ∙ 29 = 239, = 2 ∙ 41 + 3 ∙ 29 = 169 

= 3 ∙ 239 + 4 ∙ 169 = 1393, = 2 ∙ 239 + 3 ∙ 169 = 985 

The first four solutions for > 1 are: 

1 + 2 +⋯+ 7 = 7 (7 + 1)
2 = 7 ∙ 5 = 35  

1 + 2 +⋯+ 41 = 41 (41 + 1)
2 = 41 ∙ 29 = 1189  

1 + 2 +⋯+ 239 = 239 (239 + 1)
2 = 239 ∙ 169 = 40391  

1 + 2 +⋯+ 1393 = 1393 (1393 + 1)
2 = 1393 ∙ 985 = 1372105  

 



Twenty-sixth Annual UNC Math Contest Final Round SOLUTIONS January 20, 2018

Rules: Three hours; no electronic devices. Show work and justify answers.

The positive integers are 1, 2, 3, 4, . . .

1. A printer used 1890 digits to number all the pages in the Seripian Puzzle Book. How many
pages are in the book? (For example, to number the pages in a book with twelve pages, the
printer would use fifteen digits.)

ANSWER 666 pages
Solution Nine digits are used to number the first nine pages and 2 ⇥ 90 = 180 digits are used
to number the ninety pages 10 to 99. This leaves 1890 � 189 = 1701 digits. The next 900
pages will each use three digits, so 1701 ÷ 3 = 567 more pages can be numbered. That is
9 + 90 + 567 = 666 pages in all.

15

16 CD

B

A

2. Segment AB is perpendicular to segment BC and
segment AC is perpendicular to segment BD. If seg-
ment AB has length 15 and segment DC has length 16,
then what is the area of triangle ABC?

ANSWER 150
Solution Use similar triangles to deduce AD

15 = 15
AD+16 . Clear denominators and obtain AD

2 +
16AD = 152. Solve to find AD = 9. This makes AC = 25 and triangle ABC is a 3-4-5 triangle.
Deduce BC = 20 and conclude that the area is (1/2)15 ⇥ 20 = 150 square units.

3. Find all values of B that have the property that if (x, y) lies on the hyperbola 2y

2 � x

2 = 1,
then so does the point (3x + 4y, 2x + By).

ANSWER B = 3
Solution Suppose 2y

2 � x

2 = 1 and find B so that
1 = 2(2x + By)2 � (3x + 4B)2

= 8x

2 + 8Bxy + 2B

2
y � 9x

2 � 24xy � 16y

2

= �x

2 + (8B � 24)xy + (2B

2 � 16)y2

Use the fact that 2y

2 � x

2 = 1 to convert the line above to
1 + (8B � 24)xy + (B

2 � 9)y2

We want to find all values of B that make this equal to 1, or equivalently, so that
0 = (8B � 24)xy + (B

2 � 9)y2 for all (x, y) on the hyperbola. In particular, this must be true
for x = 0 and 2y

2 = 1, so B

2 = 9. This forces 8B = 24 or B = 3.



4. How many positive integer factors of 36, 000, 000 are not perfect squares?

ANSWER 149
Solution All factors of 36, 000, 000 = 28 · 32 · 56, have the form 2a · 3b · 5c with 0  a  8, 0 
b  2, 0  c  6; and there are 9 ⇥ 3 ⇥ 7 = 189 different choices. The perfect squares
correspond to choosing even values for each of a, b, c; and there are 5 ⇥ 2 ⇥ 4 = 40 such
choices. Discarding the squares leaves 189 � 40 = 149 factors that are not perfect squares.

A
BC 5. Find the length of segment BC formed in the mid-

dle circle by a line that goes through point A and is
tangent to the leftmost circle. The three circles in the
figure all have radius one and their centers lie on the
horizontal line. The leftmost and rightmost circles are
tangent to the circle in the middle. Point A is at

the rightmost intersection of the rightmost circle and the horizontal line.

ANSWER 8/5
Solution

F G
A

D
BC E

Draw the centers of the circle on the left and the one
in the middle, here called F and G. Call the midpoint
between B and C the point E. Then triangles FDA and
GEA are similar. Conclude that FD/FA = GE/GA. It is
given that FA=5 (count five radii), FD=1 and GA=3

(three radii). Therefore, GE= 3/5. Next look at the right triangle GEB. Hypotenuse GB has
length 1. The leg GE has length 3/5. Use the pythagorean theorem (or observe GEB is a 3-4-5
triangle) to compute that EB= 4/5. Conclude CB has length 8/5.

6. Circling the square. Exactly one of these polynomials is a perfect square; that is, can be
written as (p(x))2 where p(x) is also a polynomial. Circle the choice that is a perfect square,
and for that choice, find the square root, the polynomial p(x).
(A) 36 � 49x

2 + 14x

4 (B) 36 � 48x

2 + 14x

4 � x

6

(C) 9 � 12x + 4x

2 + 12x

3 � 8x

4 + 4x

6 (D) 36 � 49x

2 + 15x

4 � x

6

ANSWER C; p(x) = 2x

3 � 2x + 3

7. Let x = 2A + 10B where A and B are randomly chosen with replacement from among the
positive integers less than or equal to twelve. What is the probability that x is a multiple of
12?



ANSWER 7/18
Solution Start by listing all the twelve values of the powers of 2 and 10, always reduced mod
12:

m = 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
A = 2m = 2 4 8 4 8 4 8 4 8 4 8 4
B = 10m = 10 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

The only pairs (A, B) for which A + B is a multiple of 12 are (A, B) = (2, 10) and (A, B) =
(8, 4). The first possibility has probability 1

12 ⇥ 1
12 = 1

144 , and the second possibility has
probability 5

12 ⇥
11
12 = 55

144 . Adding, we obtain a total probability of 1
144 +

55
144 = 56

144 = 7
18

8. Let p(x) = x

2018 + x

1776 � 3x

4 � 3. Find the remainder when you divide p(x) by x

3 � x.

ANSWER r(x) = �x

2 � 3
Solution Write p(x) = q(x)(x

3 � x)+ r(x) where the unknown remainder r(x) = ax

2 + bx+ c

has three unknown coefficients.
The three roots of x

3 � x are x = �1, 0, 1. Substituting these root values into the equations
above, deduce that
p(0) = �3 = c;
p(1) = �4 = a + b + c; and
p(�1) = �4 = a � b + c.
The solution of this system is (a, b, c) = (�1, 0,�3), so r(x) = �x

2 � 3.

9. Call a set of integers Grassilian if each of its elements is at least as large as the number of
elements in the set. For example, the three-element set {2, 48, 100} is not Grassilian, but the
six-element set {6, 10, 11, 20, 33, 39} is Grassilian. Let G(n) be the number of Grassilian sub-
sets of {1, 2, 3, ..., n}. (By definition, the empty set is a subset of every set and is Grassilian.)

(a) Find G(3), G(4), and G(5).

(b) Find a recursion formula for G(n + 1). That is, find a formula that expresses G(n + 1) in
terms of G(n), G(n � 1), . . ..
(c) Give an explanation that shows that the formula you give is correct.

ANSWER (a) G(3) = 5, G(4) = 8, G(5) = 13

Solution (a) List the subsets and count the Grassilian ones.

ANSWER (b) G(n) = G(n � 1) + G(n � 2); G(0) = 1 and G(1) = 2

ANSWER (c) The sequence 5, 8, 13, . . . in part (a) certainly suggests that Fibonacci numbers
are afoot. Split the set of Grassilian subsets of {1, 2, 3, . . . , n, n + 1} into two groups: those
subsets that do contain the element n + 1 and those that do not. The ones that do not con-
tain n + 1 are subsets of {1, 2, 3, . . . , n}. In fact, that group is exactly the group of Grassil-
ian subsets that is counted by G(n). Consider next the Grassilian subsets that do contain
n + 1: there is a one-to-one correspondence between these and the Grassilian subsets of
{1, 2, 3, . . . , n � 1}: None of these contain 1, for any set that contains both 1 and n + 1 has
at least two elements and is not Grassilian. Associate to each of these sets the subset of



{1, 2, 3, . . . , n � 1} whose elements are obtained by removing the element n + 1 from the set
and then subtracting 1 from each of the other elements. Note that the new sets are Grassilian
subsets of {1, 2, 3, . . . , n � 1}. Each element is one less than an element of the original set and
the number of elements is also one less. Therefore the number of such subsets is G(n � 1).
Conclude that G(n + 1) = G(n) + G(n � 1).
Alternate Solution.
To derive the recursion relation, consider a diagram that illustrates a typical case, say n = 20
and a subset S of size k = 5. To qualify as Grassilian, the five elements of S must be chosen
from only among the acceptable choices {5, 6, . . . , 20}.
The second line below shows the first five forbidden choices (marked X) and an example of
an acceptable choice of five elements (marked x).

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
X X X X X x x x x x

Xx Xx Xx Xx Xx

1 2 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 2 1 1
The third line transfers the X’s to the right where they pair with xs. The fourth line encodes
this pattern as a sequence of 1’ and 2s. This encoding shows that each Grassilian sets of size
k = five are in bijective correspondence with the ordered patterns of 1s and 2s whose sum
is 21 and that contain exactly k = five occurrences of 2s. The same can be said for the other
possible choices of k.
Thus the number of Grassilian subsets of the first 20 integers is equal to T(21), defined to be
the number of ways that 21 can be expressed as an ordered sum of 1s and 2s. The number of
such ordered sums can be shown to satisfy the recurrence relation T(21) = T(20) + T(19) as
follows:
every such ordered sum starts with either 1 or 2 (which are non-overlapping cases);
(i) if it starts with a "1", then the rest of the pattern must add to 20, and by definition there
are T(20) such patterns;
(ii) if it starts with a "2", then the rest of the pattern must add to 19, and by definition there
are T(19) such patterns.
***************************
This problem can also be approached by using binomials to count the subsets directly.
What we have called here Grassilian sets are sometimes called Fat Sets, a term introduced by
George Andrews.

10. The Seripians have seen the error of their ways and
issued new pit-coins in 2-pit and 3-pit denominations,
containing 2 and 3 serigrams of gold. One of the new

coins is in the shape of a domino (two adjoining squares) and the other two are in the shape of
triominoes (three adjoining squares), shown above. To celebrate the new coins, the Seripians
have announced a contest. Seripian students can win fame and glory and 100 of each of the
new Seripian pit-coins by successfully completing quests (a)-(d) below.

Call a tiling by pit-coins prime if there is no vertical
line that splits the tiling into tilings of two smaller
shapes without cutting across any of the coins. The



2x5 tiling above on the left is prime and the 2x5 tiling on the right is not prime.

Define P(n) to be the number of distinct prime tilings
of a horizontal 2xn grid. For example, P(4) = 6, and
the six distinct prime 2x4 tilings are shown at left.

Define Q(n) to be the number of distinct prime tilings of the two 2xn grids with one unit

corner square missing at the right end. Q(3) = 4 and
the four prime tilings are shown to the left. We wish
you success on the Seripian Quests. Show your work.

(a) Determine P(6).
(b) Determine formulas for P(n) and Q(n) in terms of Q(n � 1), Q(n � 2), and/or Q(n � 3)
that are valid for n � 4.
(c) Determine a formula for P(n) that does not use Q. You may use P(n � 1), P(n � 2),
P(n � 3), . . .. Specify how large n must be for your formula to work.
(d) Determine explicitly P(11) and P(13).

ANSWER (a) P(6) = 10

Solution (a) List the 10 tilings or use your formula in part b.

ANSWER (b) P(n) = Q(n � 1) + Q(n � 2) (n � 4); Q(n) = Q(n � 1) + Q(n � 3) (n � 4)

Solution (b) Show your system for organizing and counting.
We first consider the Q. Divide the tilings of type Q for 2xn figures into two categories by
considering what tile might form the overhang. The overhang will not be part of the L
triomino, because a vertical line would separate the L from the rest of the tiling, so the tiling
would not be prime. The overhang could be part of a domino or straight triple. The patterns
for which the overhang is part of a domino each come from a unique prime pattern of Q type
and one lower index. Moreover, a domino can be added in exactly one way to each prime
tiling of the Q(n-1) type to form a prime tiling of the Q(n) type. Therefore, the number of
tilings in which a domino forms the overhang is Q(n-1). If a prime tiling of the Q(n) type has
its overhang formed by a triple, then the only possible structure that tiling can have has a
second triple offset from that first. Each such tlings corresponds to exactly one tiling of the
Q(n-3) type to which two offset triples have been appended. Thus, Q(n)=Q(n-1)+Q(n-3).
A similar reasoning applies to the P. Again divide the tilings of type P for 2xn figures into
categories by considering what the right end could look like. For P, it is possible that the end
is formed by an L coin. A P can be formed by appending an L in exactly one way to each
tile of Q(n-1) type. There cannot be a vertical domino or the P is not prime. There could be
a horizontal domino at the end. Above or below that, there cannot be another domino (or
the tiling is not prime) or an L (or there is an untiled square and the tiling is not a P type).
The tile above or below the domino has to be a triple. Therefore, the number of tilings of this
type is equal to Q(n-2) and P(n)=Q(n-1)+Q(n-2).
The recursion for Q is known as the rule for Narayana’s Cows, a sequence similar to the
Fibonacci sequence. The sequence that obeys the recursion and begins 1, 1, 1, ... counts



Narayana’s Cows. Start with one newborn cow and suppose that beginning in her fourth
year, each cow produces a new female calf each year. The sequence counts the total number
of cows each year: 1, 1, 1, 2 (the original calf is now in her fourth year and produces one
female calf, so you have two cows), 3 (the original calf produces her second daughter, but
last year’s calf is not old enough to have her own yet), 4, 6 (now the calf born in the fourth
year is old enough to have a calf), 9, 13, 19, ...

ANSWER (c) P(n) = P(n � 1) + P(n � 3) (n � 7)

Solution (c) One way to see this is to note that since the Q satisfy the Narayana recursion and
P is a sum of two Q, then the P also satisfies the recursion. One can also verify this by writing
P in terms of Q and checking.

ANSWER (d) P(11) = 74; P(13) = 158

Solution (d) Use either (b) or (c) to compute. Take care about the low values. The first ones
must be computed directly.

n = 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
Q = 0 2 4 4 6 10 14 20 30 44 64 108 172
P = 1 1 3 6 8 10 16 24 34 50 74 108 158

11. (a) Find an integer n > 1 for which 1 + 2 + . . . + n

2 is a perfect square.
(b) Show that there are infinitely many integers n > 1 that have the property that
1 + 2 + . . . + n

2 is a perfect square, and determine at least three more examples of such n.
Hint: There is one approach that uses the result of a previous problem on this contest.

ANSWER (a) 7 (Other acceptable answers are 41, 239, 1393, 8119, and, in general, anything
generated by the formula in part b. The answer students are most likely to give is 7.)
Solution (a) 1 + 2 + . . . + n

2 = n

2(n2+1)
2 . This will be the square of an integer exactly if n

2+1
2

is the square of an integer. We seek integers n and k that satisfy n

2 + 1 = 2k

2. Because the
right hand side is even, all solutions n are odd. Examine small odd integers n=3, 5, ... and
conclude that n = 7 works. For n = 7, n

2 + 1 = 50, so k = 5. The next integer n that works
is n = 41. See part (b) for more values of n.
ANSWER/Solution (b) From question 3 above (about the hyperbola), we know that if (n,k)
satisfies n

2 + 1 = 2k

2, then so also does (3n + 4k, 2n + 3k). Moreover, if n and k are integers,
then so also are 3n+4k and 2n+3k. Therefore, iterating the formula produces an infinite
number of integer solutions. This is what we are asked to prove.
We can compute the first few. Begin with n=7, k=5:
(3n + 4k, 2n + 3k)= (21+20, 14+15) = (41, 29).
Taking n=41 and k=29,
(3n + 4k, 2n + 3k)= (123+116, 82+87)=(239,169)
Now take n=239 and k=169.
(3n + 4k, 2n + 3k)=(717+676, 498+507)=(1393, 985)
Therefore 41, 239, 1393 are three more possible values for n.



This can also be approached with continued fractions. We seek integers that solve n

2 + 1 =
2k

2. Consider large values of n and k and recast the equation as (n/k)2 + (1/k

2) = 2 : we
are seeking rational numbers n/k that approximate, and slightly underestimate,

p
2. The

continued fraction for
p

2 provides such rationals.
The equation n

2 + 1 = 2k

2, to be solved in integers, is an example of a negative Pell equation.

END OF CONTEST


